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Ohio has the second-most installed 
solar capacity in the Midwest region, 
(119 MW), and there is tremendous 
opportunity for growth.

The 207 Ohio businesses that supply 
the solar industry include a large 
number of component and equipment 
manufacturers.

Many of the state’s plastic and glass 
manufacturers have taken advantage 
of the growing demand for solar energy. 
They are retooling to become suppliers 
in the new clean energy economy.

Ohio Clean Energy Leadership
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sector. Each report includes company listings, maps and profiles as well as detailed information about the state and 
federal policies that can help support clean energy. To view all of ELPC’s state reports and interactive maps, visit 
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The nation is moving toward clean energy despite the 
uncertainty regarding carbon pollution standards in the 
United States. This movement has both consumer and 
environmental benefits. When we combine renewable 
energy with energy efficiency, we lower customers’ bills, 
provide a hedge against volatility in the electricity market, 
create jobs in the burgeoning clean energy supply chain, 
and reduce harmful pollution. 

Ohio was previously on track to comply with its Renewable 
Portfolio Standard (RPS), which required that 12.5% of 
electricity sold in the state come from renewable energy 
sources by 2025. But in 2014, Ohio adopted SB310 to 
put a freeze on the RPS and Energy Efficiency Resource 
Standard (EERS). This legislation has already slowed 
Ohio’s progress on attracting renewable energy businesses 
to the state, and it threatens the state’s chances for cost-
effective compliance with the Clean Power Plan.

With stronger RPS and EERS policies, the state’s clean 
energy sector can continue to be an economic engine. 
Here is what makes Ohio a prime location to be the next 
renewable energy hub:

• Established Manufacturing Base and Trained 
Workforce. Ohio has a strong manufacturing base and 
trained workforce that are well-suited to produce the 
equipment for a growing clean energy economy. 

• Central Location with Proven Transportation and 
Logistics. Ohio’s manufacturing sector has benefited 
from its central location and transportation system. 
Ohio is within 600 miles of 62% of all U.S. and Canadian 
manufacturing locations. As Midwest and other nearby 
states’ Renewable Electricity Standards eventually call for 
more renewable energy capacity, Ohio is well-positioned 
in the middle of a huge market for solar and wind power 
installations. 

• Research Centers and Technical Talent. Ohio is 
home to many institutions that encourage the growth 
and development of the renewable energy industry. 
For example, research programs at the University of 
Toledo have helped the region become a center for the 
production of flexible sheets of “thin film” photovoltaic 
cells. Battelle, the large non-profit independent research 
and development firm, is headquartered in Columbus. 
EWI, also in Columbus, is an engineering and technology 
organization that provides applied research and 
manufacturing support to many industries.

Ohio’s 2008 clean energy legislation put the state on a path that emphasized renewable 
energy and energy efficiency, making Ohio a clean energy leader in the Midwest.  Five 
years of strong progress were followed by roadblocks in 2014, when the legislature 
froze clean energy standards. Ohio is now at a crossroads. Governor Kasich stated that 
Ohio will continue moving toward a clean energy future that emphasizes renewable 
energy and energy efficiency. Consistent with the Governor’s statements, this report 
demonstrates how clean wind and solar energy generate economic benefits that can 
be accelerated by strong policy drivers.

Introduction: Renewables Are Powering 
Manufacturing Jobs & Economic Growth in Ohio
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Solar & Wind Supply Chain Businesses
in Ohio Congressional Districts

More detailed maps to follow.
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Ohio Policies

Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Standards. 
In 2008, Ohio enacted clean energy legislation containing 
both renewable energy and energy efficiency benchmarks. 
The standards called for 12.5% renewables by 2025 as 
well as cumulative electricity savings of 22% by 2025, 
with annual benchmarks. New legislation froze these 
standards in 2014, pushing back all of the subsequent 
annual requirements through the end of 2016. The new 
statute also removed in-state purchasing requirements, 
which hurt the wind and solar supply chains in Ohio. The 
freeze is scheduled to end December 31, 2016, unlocking 
opportunities to expand solar energy and wind power in 
ways that create jobs and economic development.

Net Metering and Interconnection. In 2014, the Public 
Utilities Commission of Ohio finalized new rules for net 
metering and interconnection of distributed generation 
systems, such as rooftop solar. However, the Commission 
retracted the rules later that same year, creating 

uncertainty regarding investments in renewable energy at 
homes and businesses. If the Ohio legislature recommits 
to better energy efficiency and renewable energy policies, 
and the Commission does the same with respect to net 
metering rules, the state can continue creating even more 
renewable energy manufacturing, installation and related 
jobs. The solar and wind industries mean real jobs and 
real economic opportunity for Ohio.

Federal Policies

Federal Tax Credits. In December 2016, Congress passed 
multi-year extentions of several renewable energy tax 
credits that are important to Ohio’s renewable energy 
success:

• Production Tax Credit (PTC). The PTC currently provides 
a credit of 2.3 cents per kilowatt hour for wind projects.  
The PTC will ramp down to 80% in 2018, 60% in 2019, 
40% percent in 2020 and expire in 2021.

• Investment Tax Credit (ITC). In lieu of the PTC, the ITC 

Smart Renewable Energy 
Policies Make A Difference

Federal and state policies are key to encouraging investment that can grow the 
wind power and solar energy industries, creating more jobs and economic growth.
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offers a credit equal to 30% of expenditures for solar 
and small wind projects with no maximum credit for 
the years 2017 through 2019.  The credit ramps down 
to 26% in 2020 and 22% in 2021. Thereafter the credit 
will decrease to 10% and become permanent. 

• Residential Renewable Energy Tax Credit. Homeowners 
can receive a personal income tax credit for up to 30% of 
the cost of a solar thermal or photovoltaic system (100 
kilowatts or less) installed on their residence. This credit 
decreases to 26% in 2020, 22% in 2021, and then expires.

USDA Rural Energy for America Program (REAP) 
Grants and Loans. The REAP should be fully funded 
and expanded. REAP is a competitive grant and loan 
guarantee program to promote renewable energy and 
energy efficiency for agricultural producers and rural 
small businesses. REAP grants range from $2,500 to 
$500,000 and cover up to 25% of eligible project costs. 
In 2014, Congress reauthorized mandatory funding for 
REAP — $250 million over 5 years. Ohio received $16.9 
million in grants and $19.8 million in loan guarantees 
under the program between 2003 and 2015. Those federal 
investments, in turn, leveraged more than $260.6 million 
in total investments in Ohio. 

Clean Power Plan. The U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency’s (EPA) Clean Power Plan calls on the power 
sector to reduce its nationwide carbon pollution by 32% 
over 2005 levels. To reach the national target, the EPA 
issued state-level reduction targets based on each state’s 
unique energy profile. Ohio must reduce its power sector 
carbon pollution from 102.2 million tons to 73.8 million 
tons by 2030. The state has already reached 78.6% of this 
goal through achieved and announced reductions from 
coal plant closures. The state can achieve more carbon 
pollution reductions in a variety of ways, but the most 
cost-effective and job-creating strategy would include 
greater deployment of renewable energy generation and 
energy efficiency resources.

The urgency for compliance changed on February 9, 2016, 
when the U.S. Supreme Court granted a stay of the Clean 
Power Plan pending the resolution of legal challenges 
before the D.C. Court of Appeals. Regardless of the 
outcome, energy efficiency and renewable energy are the 
key elements of a sound energy policy for the future.
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Solar Industry Supply Chain 
Companies in Ohio 

207 Ohio companies are engaged in the solar industry. Please see the following 
company listings (alphabetical by city) and city-specific maps.
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CITY .................... COMPANY ......................... MAP #
Akron ............................Fastener Technology ...........................1

Akron ............................First Energy.............................................2

Akron ............................Flexsys America.....................................3

Akron ............................ Jennings Heating & Cooling ..............4

Akron ............................Shin-Etsu Silicones of America .......5

Alliance ........................SSOE ...........................................................6

Amesville ....................Athens Electric .......................................7

Ashtabula ....................Molded Fiber Glass Companies ......8

Athens ..........................Dovetail Solar & Wind ........................9

Athens ..........................Ecolibrium Solar ...................................10

Athens ..........................Third Sun Solar ......................................11

Aurora ..........................Rotek ..........................................................12

Avon ..............................A.J. Rose Manufacturing Company 13

Avon ..............................Kaydon Corporation ............................14

Avon ..............................Stack Heating and Cooling ................15

Avon Lake ...................PolyOne Corporation...........................16

Beachwood ................Pearl Wind ...............................................17

Bolivar ..........................Harris Battery ........................................18

Bowling Green ..........Marathon Special Products ..............19

Brook Park .................American Solving Inc ..........................20

Brunswick ..................A Raymond Tinnerman Mfg .............21

Brunswick ..................Mariner Energy Systems ...................22

Brunswick ..................SolarMax Inc ...........................................23

Bryan ............................Allied Moulded Products ...................24

Canal Winchester ....Manifold and Phalor ............................25

Canton ..........................Gregory Industries ...............................26

Canton ..........................Midwest Industrial Supply ...............27

Canton ..........................Olymco ......................................................28

Carey .............................Vaughn Industries ................................29

Chardon .......................EGC Enterprises ....................................30

Chesterland................CAS Data Loggers ..................................31

Cincinnati ...................Advantech America, Ind. Auto. Group .32

Cincinnati ...................Ameridian Specialty Services ..........33

Cincinnati ...................Blue Chip Solar & Wind ......................34

Cincinnati ...................Cincinnatti Sub-Zero Products ........35

Cincinnati
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Solar Industry Supply Chain 
Companies in Ohio 

Cincinnati ...................Craftsman Electric ................................36

Cincinnati ...................Dovetail Solar & Wind ........................37

Cincinnati ...................Enerfab ......................................................38

Cincinnati ...................Hollaender Manufacturing ...............39

Cincinnati ................... ILSCO ..........................................................40

Cincinnati ...................PNC Equipment Finance - Energy Capital ..41

Cincinnati ...................RBI Solar ...................................................42

Cincinnati ...................SSOE ...........................................................43

Cincinnati ...................SunRock Solar ........................................44

Cincinnati ...................Swagelok Cincinnati ............................45

Cincinnati ...................T&M Associates .....................................46

Circleville ....................DuPont.......................................................47

Cleveland ....................Ariel Ventures ........................................48

Cleveland ....................Bold Alternatives ..................................49

Cleveland ....................Dovetail Solar & Wind ........................50

Cleveland ....................Eaton Corporation ................................51

Cleveland ....................FoilTek .......................................................52

Cleveland ....................Four Winds Green Solutions ............53

Cleveland ....................Gexpro .......................................................54

Cleveland ....................H. Leff Electric ........................................55

Cleveland ....................Leff Electric .............................................56

Cleveland ....................NASA Glenn Research Center ..........57

Cleveland ....................Novagard Solutions ..............................58

Cleveland ....................Q-Lab ..........................................................59

Cleveland ....................Rockwell Automation .........................60

Cleveland ....................Sherwin-Williams .................................61

Cleveland ....................Solar Power World Magazine ..........62

Cleveland ....................Talan Products .......................................63

Cleveland ....................The Freedonia Group ..........................64

Columbus ....................AltE .............................................................65

Columbus ....................Ameresco Solar ......................................66

Columbus ....................American Electric Power ...................67

Columbus ....................American Municipal Power ..............68

Columbus ....................AMETEK Solidstate Controls ...........69

Columbus ....................Baldwin & Sours ....................................70

Columbus ....................BPL Global ...............................................71

Cleveland
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Columbus

Columbus ....................C.O.W. Industries ...................................72

Columbus ....................Emerson Network Power ..................73

Columbus ....................Go Sustainable Energy ........................74

Columbus ....................GrafTech Fiber Materials ...................75

Columbus ....................Green Energy Ohio ...............................76

Columbus ....................Honeywell International ...................77

Columbus .................... Johnson Controls ..................................78

Columbus ....................MetaMateria Partners .........................79

Columbus ....................Ohio Rural Electric Cooperatives ...80

Columbus ....................Plug Smart ...............................................81

Columbus ....................SCI Engineered Materials ..................82

Columbus ....................Solar Planet .............................................83

Columbus ....................SSOE ...........................................................84

Columbus ....................VRH Consulting .....................................85

Columbus ....................Watt Works ..............................................86

Dayton ..........................Dayton Power and Light ....................87

Dayton ..........................Heapy Engineering ...............................88

Dayton ..........................Kastle Solar & Wind .............................89

Dayton ..........................Lewark Metal Spinning ......................90

Dayton ..........................Woolpert ...................................................91

Delaware .....................Engineered Conductive Materials .92

Delaware .....................PPG Industries .......................................93

Dublin ...........................Energy Systems Group .......................94

Dublin ...........................Hull and Associates ..............................95

Dublin ...........................SolarVision ..............................................96

Dublin ...........................Tipping Point Renewable Energy ..97

Eaton ............................Silfex Inc. ..................................................98

Eaton ............................Silfex ...........................................................99

Elyria ............................LTI Power Systems ...............................100

Euclid ............................H.C. Starck ................................................101

Fairfield .......................SonLight Power .....................................102

Findlay .........................Dow Chemical Company ....................103

Fort Loramie .............LP Hoying .................................................104

Fremont .......................Crown Battery ........................................105

Fremont .......................Worthington Energy Innovations ..106

Galloway......................EcoHouse .................................................107
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Solar Industry Supply Chain 
Companies in Ohio 

Grove City ...................Tosoh SMD ...............................................108

Hamilton .....................Connector Manufacturing Co...........109

Hamilton .....................Extreme Solar & Alt. Energy Solutions .110

Highland Heights .....Heilind Electronics ...............................111

Hillsboro .....................Paradise Electric ...................................112

Huron ...........................Engineered Process Systems ...........113

Independence ...........CSA International .................................114

Independence ...........Yellowlite ..................................................115

Kettering ..................... Joyce/Dayton Corporation ................116

Kirtland .......................The Renaissance Group .....................117

Lakewood ...................GrafTech International Holdings ...118

Lewis Center .............ATS Automation ....................................119

Lewis Center .............Vaughn Industries ................................120

Lima ..............................SSOE ...........................................................121

Loveland......................KES Electrical Systems .......................122

Mansfield ....................Energy Technologies ...........................123

Marion..........................Highway Safety Corporation ............124

Massillon .....................Custom Solar Works ............................125

Maumee .......................Applied Energy Tech - Technical Ctr .126

Maumee .......................Applied Energy Technologies ..........127

Maumee .......................SoCore Energy ........................................128

Mayfield Heights ......Ferro Electronic Materials ................129

Mayfield Heights ......Materion Microelectronics & Services .130

Mayfield Village .......Preformed Line Products ..................131

Medina .........................SunLit Solar .............................................132

Medina .........................Wolff Bros. Supply ................................133

Mentor .........................CT Consulting .........................................134

Mentor .........................Enterprise Welding & Fabricating .135

Mentor .........................EYE Lighting Intl of N. America ......136

Mentor .........................N. American Coating Labs .................137

Mentor .........................Process Technology .............................138

Mentor .........................Pyromatics ...............................................139

Miamisburg ................Solar Power & Light .............................140

Middleburg Heights .. Industrial Origami ................................141

Middleburg Heights ..Verantis .....................................................142

Milford .........................CIMx Software ........................................143

Milford ......................... Icon Solar Power ...................................144

Milford .........................Melink Corporation .............................145

Millbury .......................Nextronex Energy Systems ...............146

Morrow ........................Rocknoll Energy Systems ..................147

Mt. Vernon ..................Blight to Bright ......................................148

Mt. Vernon ..................Replex Plastics .......................................149

Newark ........................C-Tec: Career & Tech. Education Ctr ..150

Newton Falls..............Venture Plastics .....................................151

North Ridgeville.......Alanod-Westlake Metal Industries ...152

North Ridgeville.......Greenfield Solar .....................................153

Oberlin .........................Burgess Electric .....................................154

Oberlin .........................Greenfield Solar .....................................155

Ottawa ..........................Superior Energy Solutions ................156

Painesville ..................American Roll Form .............................157

Parma ...........................GrafTech International Holdings ...158

Pataskala .....................Redhawk Energy Systems .................159

Perrysburg .................Calyxo USA ...............................................160

Perrysburg .................First Solar .................................................161

Perrysburg .................Glasstech ..................................................162

Perrysburg .................Willard & Kelsey Solar Group ..........163

Poland ..........................McCarthy Systems Company ...........164

Port Clinton ...............North Coast Wind and Power ..........165

Powell ...........................Smart Energy Partners .......................166

Ridgeville Corners ..AP Alternatives ......................................167

Rossford ......................Pilkington .................................................168

Salem ............................Valley Energy Solutions .....................169

Shaker Heights .........Carbon Vision .........................................170

Solon .............................Erico ...........................................................171

Solon .............................Graphic Laminating .............................172

Solon .............................Swagelok Cleveland .............................173

Solon .............................TruSeal Technologies ..........................174

Springfield ..................Ohio Solar Electric ................................175

Stewart ........................Appalachian Renewable Power Systems..176

Stow ..............................MACtac ......................................................177
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Toledo

Strongsville ................PPG Industries .......................................178

Sugarcreek .................Paradise Energy Solutions ................179

Tipp City ......................Energy Optimizers USA ......................180

Tipp City ......................Ohio Green Wind ..................................181

Toledo ..........................Advanced Distributed Generation ....182

Toledo ..........................Art Iron .....................................................183

Toledo ..........................Conforming Matrix Corporation ....184

Toledo ..........................EDTM .........................................................185

Toledo ..........................Solar Solutions & Skylights...............186

Toledo ..........................Solscient Energy ....................................187

Toledo ..........................SSOE ...........................................................188

Toledo ..........................Williams Allwein & Moser ................189

Toledo ..........................Wright Ctr for PV Innovation & Comm. .190

University Heights ..Enclosure Solutions .............................191

Urbana .........................Rittal Corporation ................................192

Valley View.................Harris Battery ........................................193

Valley View.................NanoFilm ..................................................194

Walbridge ...................Rudolph Libbe ........................................195

Warren .........................Flex Strut ..................................................196

Wauseon .....................Ohio Radiant Floor ...............................197

Westerville .................Swagelok Columbus ............................198

Westlake ......................CLE Power................................................199

Westlake ......................Lake Erie Electric ..................................200

Wickliffe ......................OMCO Solar .............................................201

Xenia .............................EnergyWize .............................................202

Youngstown ...............ABB .............................................................203

Youngstown ...............Hynes Industries ...................................204

Youngstown ...............M-7 Technologies ..................................205

Youngstown ...............Northern States Metals ......................206

Youngstown ...............Solar FlexRack ........................................207
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Art Iron — Toledo: Art Iron is one of the Midwest’s 
largest fabricators of steel. Its 190,000-square-foot plant 
in Toledo fabricates more than 18,000 tons of steel per 
year. The company produces solar support structures, 
solar canopy structures, wind turbine main frames, wind 
generator frames and community-scale wind towers. 

Dupont — Circleville: DuPont’s Tedlar polyvinyl 
fluoride film has been manufactured at its Circleville facility 
since 2012, after a multi-year $295 million investment 
to expand the availability of the project. Tedlar film is a 
material used to make backsheets that protect solar panels 

from all-weather conditions for the lifetime of a solar panel. 
The plant also makes Kapton polyimide films, which are a 
substrate material for flexible thin film solar panels. 

First Solar — Perrysburg: First Solar is 
a global company with 6,350 employees. Six of the 
company’s manufacturing lines are located in Ohio. First 
Solar addresses the full value chain, from the R&D and 
manufacturing of PV module technology to the design and 
construction of utility-scale plants. First Solar markets its 
high-efficieny modules as having a clear “energy density 
advantage” over silicon-based modules. First Solar’s 

Solar Industry Supply Chain 
Company Profiles

Ohio’s solar supply chain includes a large number of component and equipment 
manufacturers. Many of the state’s plastic and glass manufacturers have taken 
advantage of the growing demand for solar energy equipment. They are retooling to 
become suppliers in the new clean energy economy. Here are some of Ohio’s solar 
supply chain companies.
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Agua Caliente Solar Project is one of the world’s largest 
operational PV power plants with 290 MW powering 
100,000 homes near Yuma, AZ. First Solar has the largest 
solar project pipeline in the world, with 3 GW power 
capacity of contracted projects.

Melink Corporation — Milford: Melink 
implements commercial and utility-scale solar projects, 
providing financial guidance, custom design and 
installation, maintenance and monitoring. For example, 
the company constructed a ground-mounted solar PV 
array at Urbana University, with 2,128 modules providing 
approximately 15% of the school’s energy needs. Melink 
is also responsible for the 1.5 MW installation at the 
Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Garden, providing 20% of the 
zoo’s total power needs.

Third Sun Solar — Athens: Third Sun Solar is 
a design-build contractor for renewable energy systems, 
serving residential and commercial customers. The 
company was part of a technology start-up incubation 
program at Ohio University, where the company received 
early-stage assistance with its business planning and 
marketing. During its incubation year, Wayne National 
Forest hired Third Sun Solar to install 51 kW of solar 
power generation on its headquarters in Nelsonville. 
Since then, the company has become the leading solar 
installer in Ohio and a top-100 installer nationally. Third 
Sun Solar has now installed more than 600 projects and 
11 MWs of solar energy systems in 14 states.

RBI Solar — Cincinnati: RBI Solar designs, 
engineers, manufactures and installs solar-mounting 
systems for commercial and utility-scale solar projects 
across the nation. The company completes both ground 
and roof mounts, as well as custom installations. One of 
the company’s specialties is solar racking for landfills, 
requiring consideration of dynamic settlements, cap 
characteristics, slope, and stability. RBI Solar also 
emphasizes its “single-point responsibility” for the 
entire solar mounting system, from complete design 
and engingeering to product manufacturing and on-site 
racking installation. RBI is a sister company of Rough 

Brothers, a Cincinnati-based corporation with more than 
80 years experience as a specalty design-build greenhouse 
firm.

Replex Plastics — Mt. Vernon: Replex 
Plastics manufactures, shapes, trims, coats, cuts, sells, 
and ships industrial thermoformed optical plastic lenses 
and mirrors. Replex Plastics uses advanced engineering 
to design, manufacture and test solar mirrors, which 
are used for gathering and reflecting solar energy. The 
company manufactures solar mirrors in three “grades” of 
UV absorption, allowing system designers to ensure that 
only the useful range of light is added to the module. 

Rittal Corporation — Urbana: Rittal Corp. 
engineers and manufactures industrial and IT enclosures, 
racks and accessories — including high-efficiency, 
high-density climate control and power management 
systems for industrial, data center, outdoor and hybrid 
applications. The company provides enclosure solutions 
for outdoor use for central inverters in PV applications, 
as well as pitch control enclosures for wind turbine 
rotors. The company’s manufacturing center in Urbana is 
situated on a 105-acre campus containing state-of-the-art 
equipment, in-house engineering and modification 
services. An additional warehouse space in Urbana spans 
another 60,000 square feet.
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Wind Industry Supply Chain 
Companies in Ohio 

134 Ohio companies are engaged in the wind industry. Please see the following 
company listings (alphabetical by city) and city-specific maps.
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CITY .................... COMPANY .........................MAP #
Akron ............................. Akron Porcelain & Plastics Co ....... 1

Akron ............................. Glebus Alloys ......................................... 2

Akron ............................. Milestone Services Corp ................... 3

Alliance ......................... Wind Turbines of Ohio ...................... 4

Ashtabula ..................... Molded Fiber Glass Companies ..... 5

Athens ........................... Dovetail Solar & Wind ....................... 6

Aurora ........................... Hamby Young ........................................ 7

Avon ............................... Kaydon Corporation ........................... 8

Avon ............................... Parker Hannifin .................................... 9

Avon Lake .................... Advanced Portable Welding & Fab ... 10

Barberton .................... ASB Industries ...................................... 11

Bolivar ........................... Harris Battery ....................................... 12

Bowling Green ........... Marathon Special Products ............. 13

Brookville .................... Fibre Glast Developments Corp .... 14

Bryan ............................. Allied Moulded Products ................. 15

Canton ........................... Canton Drop Forge ............................. 16

Canton ........................... Gaspar ...................................................... 17

Canton ........................... Midwest Industrial Supply .............. 18

Canton ........................... The Timken Company ....................... 19

Celina ............................. Celina Industries ................................. 20

Chagrin Falls ............... Custom Materials ................................ 21

Chagrin Falls ............... Mar-Bal .................................................... 22

Chardon ........................ NOF Metal Coatings N. America .... 23

Cincinnati .................... AZZ Galvanizing Services ................. 24

Cincinnati .................... Belcan Engineering Group .............. 25

Cincinnati .................... Blue Chip Solar & Wind .................... 26

Cincinnati .................... Cast-Fab Technologies ...................... 27

Cincinnati .................... CE Power Solutions ............................ 28

Cincinnati .................... Cincinnati Gearing Systems ............ 29

Cincinnati .................... Cincinnati Thermal Spray ................ 30

Cincinnati .................... General Tool Company ...................... 31

Cincinnati .................... ILSCO ........................................................ 32

Cincinnati .................... Magna Machine .................................... 33

Cincinnati .................... Power Engineers ................................. 34

Clayton .......................... Hofacker Precision Machining ....... 35

Cincinnati
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Cleveland ..................... American Tank & Fabricating ........ 36

Cleveland ..................... Applied Industrial Technologies ... 37

Cleveland ..................... Art Galvanizing Works ...................... 38

Cleveland ..................... Barth Industries ................................... 39

Cleveland ..................... Beverage Machine & Fabricators.. 40

Cleveland ..................... Bodycote Thermal Processing ....... 41

Cleveland ..................... Cleveland Gear Company ................. 42

Cleveland ..................... Dan T. Moore Company ..................... 43

Cleveland ..................... Darrah Electric Company ................ 44

Cleveland ..................... Eaton Airflex .......................................... 45

Cleveland ..................... Eaton Corporation .............................. 46

Cleveland ..................... Element Materials Technology ...... 47

Cleveland ..................... Great lakes Group - Wind Logistics .. 48

Cleveland ..................... Horsburgh & Scott Company .......... 49

Cleveland ..................... Jergens ..................................................... 50

Cleveland ..................... Lincoln Electric .................................... 51

Cleveland ..................... Parker Hannifin .................................... 52

Cleveland ..................... Phillips Electric .................................... 53

Cleveland ..................... Red Seal Electric Company ............. 54

Cleveland ..................... Sherwin-Williams ............................... 55

Cleveland ..................... Swiger Coil Systems ........................... 56

Cleveland ..................... System Seals Incorporated .............. 57

Cleveland ..................... Tendon Manufacturing ..................... 58

Cleveland ..................... Vortex Metals ........................................ 59

Coldwater .................... Coldwater Machine Company ........ 60

Columbus ..................... AltE ............................................................ 61

Columbus ..................... Banner Metals Group ......................... 62

Columbus ..................... BriskHeat Corporation...................... 63

Columbus ..................... Mannik & Smith Group ..................... 64

Columbus ..................... Parker Hannifin .................................... 65

Cuyahoga Heights..... Worthington Industries .................... 66

Dayton ........................... AFC Tool Company .............................. 67

Dayton ........................... GKN Stromag ......................................... 68

Dayton ........................... IQC ............................................................. 69

Dayton ........................... Woolpert ................................................. 70

Delaware ...................... Liberty Casting Company ................ 71

Cleveland

Wind Industry Supply Chain 
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Delaware ...................... Sky Climber Wind Solutions ........... 72

Dover ............................. Allied Machine and Engineering ... 73

Dublin ............................ Ashland Performance Materials ... 74

Eastlake ........................ ALD Group .............................................. 75

Eastlake ........................ Diversified Machine Components 76

Eastlake ........................ MRD Solutions ...................................... 77

Eaton ............................. Cornerstone Manufacturing ........... 78

Elyria ............................. Elyria Foundry Company ................. 79

Elyria ............................. Mel-Ba Manufacturing ...................... 80

Elyria ............................. Nelson Stud Welding ......................... 81

Euclid ............................. Radix Wire Company ......................... 82

Euclid ............................. Stamco Industries ............................... 83

Fremont ........................ Crown Battery ...................................... 84

Gahanna ....................... Chembar .................................................. 85

Genoa............................. Riverside Machine & Automation ... 86

Granville ....................... Owens Corning ..................................... 87

Hamilton ...................... Connector Manufacturing Co ......... 88

Hannibal ....................... Artco Group International ............... 89

Hilliard .......................... Ohio Semitronics ................................. 90

Huron ............................ Engineered Process Systems .......... 91

Independence ............ ALL Erection & Crane Rental .......... 92

Independence ............ Avtron Industrial Automation ....... 93

Kirtland ........................ The Renaissance Group .................... 94

Mansfield ..................... Energy Technologies .......................... 95

Mansfield ..................... Michael Byrne Manufacturing ....... 96

Massillon ...................... King Machine & Tool Company ..... 97

Massillon ...................... Magnetech Industrial Services ...... 98

Maumee ........................ Associated Spring Raymond ........... 99

Miamisburg ................. Yaskawa America - Motoman Robotics Div .. 100

Middletown ................ Hy-Blast ................................................... 101

Mount Orab ................. Milacron Contract Mfg ...................... 102

North Canton ............. Graco ......................................................... 103

North Ridgeville........ Kalt Manufacturing Company ........ 104

North Royalton .......... Nu-Tool Industries .............................. 105

Painesville ................... Dyson Corporation ............................. 106

Painesville ................... Genesis Lamp Corporation ............. 107

Columbus
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Sandusky...................... SUREnergy ............................................. 108

Shelby ............................ American Tower Company .............. 109

Solon .............................. Carlisle Brake & Friction .................. 110

Solon .............................. Erico .......................................................... 111

Solon .............................. Gearing Solutions ................................ 112

Springfield ................... Konecranes ............................................ 113

Strongsville ................. Insight Services - TestOil .................. 114

Strongsville ................. PPG Industries ...................................... 115

Tallmadge .................... Aggreko ................................................... 116

Tipp City ....................... Ohio Green Wind ................................. 117

Twinsburg ................... JH Industries ......................................... 118

Twinsburg ................... Pepperl+Fuchs ...................................... 119

Twinsburg ................... PSL of America ..................................... 120

Urbana .......................... Hughey & Phillips ................................ 121

Urbana .......................... Rittal Corporation ............................... 122

Valley City .................... Superior Roll Forming ....................... 123

Wadsworth ................. EBNERFAB ............................................. 124

West Chester .............. GHD ........................................................... 125

Westerville .................. Quadrant Insurance Managers ...... 126

Westlake ....................... Diversified Fall Protection ............... 127

Wickliffe ....................... The Lubrizol Corporation ................ 128

Willoughby .................. Bud Industries ...................................... 129

Willoughby .................. Cast Nylons Limited ........................... 130

Willoughby .................. Federal Gear .......................................... 131

Willoughby .................. Marous Brothers Construction ..... 132

Willoughby .................. Z & Z Manufacturing .......................... 133

Youngstown ................ M-7 Technologies ................................ 134
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Wind Industry Supply Chain 
Company Profiles

Cast-Fab Technologies — Cincinnati: 
Cast-Fab Technologies is a 90-year-old metal casting 
foundry, metal fabrication and machining shop. The 
company supplies a broad customer base with gray and 
ductile iron castings, patterns, steel-welded fabrications, 
and precision sheet metal components. Cast-Fab produces 
wind turbine castings of rotor hubs, bedplates, support 
bases, nacelles and gear box housings. 

Hughey & Phillips — Urbana: Hughey & Phillips 
designs and manufactures obstruction lighting technology. 
The company’s low-, medium- and high-intensity lighting 
technology provides illumination for wind turbines as 
well as communication towers, buildings, smokestacks, 
bridges and other obstructions to aerial navigation. 
Hughey & Phillips also provides engineering design for 
optical, electrical and mechanical projects. 

Ohio has 134 wind supply chain companies, ranging from old-line manufacturers to 
new entrepreneurial ventures. Half of the suppliers are component manufacturers, 
while about a dozen are small wind turbine manufacturers. All of the companies tell 
a similar story about the importance of wind energy demand to spur job creation 
and growth of this business sector.
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Wind Industry Supply Chain 
Company Profiles

Cincinnati Gearing Systems — Cincinnati: 
Cincinnati Gearing Systems is a precision gear and 
transmission design manufacturer of products for the 
oil and gas, transportation, military, marine and wind 
industries. The company has serviced more than 1,000 
wind turbine gearboxes over the last 25 years. It offers 
replacement hardware and contact repairs for wind turbine 
components, shafts, housings and bearings. Cincinnati 
Gearing Systems provides engineering, inspection, and 
design services for turbines ranging from 250 Kw to 2.5 MW. 
 

Dovetail Solar and Wind — Athens: Dovetail 
has more than 21 years experience in renewable energy 
system design, installation and green building. Founded 
in 1995, Dovetail has completed more than 400 system 
installations totaling more than 15.6 MW of wind, solar PV 
and solar thermal. The company has five locations in Ohio 
— Athens, Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati and Toledo — 

and serves the region. Dovetail works to buy many of its 
components locally and gives back to the community by 
teaching classes at local community colleges. 

Dyson Corporation — Painesville: Dyson was 
founded in 1884 as a specialty forge shop in Cleveland. 
Today, the forgings made at its Painesville plant range in 
size from 0.5 to 10,000 pounds. For the wind industry, 
Dyson manufactures anchor bolts, nuts, washers, bosses, 
screws and other fastening and forging products that can 
be used in the blade/hub/nacelle, tower, or foundation of 
a wind turbine.

Glebus Alloys — Akron: Glebus Alloys 
manufactures self-lubricated bearings, wear plates and 
bushings for a variety of industries including hydropower 
and wind power. The company produces G-METAL, a self-
lubricating technology that lowers maintenance costs, 
decreases down time, eliminates complex lubrication 
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systems, and reduces polluting effects. Glebus produces 
yaw gears, pitch bearings and self-lubricating sliding 
parts for the wind industry. The Poland-based company 
has six sales employees in Ohio. 

Owens Corning — Toledo: Owens Corning 
operates in three areas — insulation, roofing, and 
composites — the last of which supplies the wind industry.  
The company has developed a fiberglass reinforcement 
for the wind industry called WindStrand Plus. This 
product allows turbine blade manufacturers to increase 
the length of the blades without increasing the weight, 
thereby generating more power from the same turbine 
at a lower cost. The company’s trademarked Ultrablade 
technology enables the construction of longer, lighter and 
more efficient turbine blades. Owens Corning also does 
business in residential energy efficiency. 

Timken — Canton: Timken produces highly 
engineered bearings and wind turbine main shafts for the 
wind industry. It also provides aftermarket products such 
as bearing re-manufacturing and condition monitoring 
services. The company has been supplying the wind 
energy market since 1982. In addition to supplying the 
U.S. market, Timken exports to China as part of a joint 
venture with a Chinese manufacturer.
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